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Real wood in the bathroom – something that is increasingly in demand by people 

who want a warm, inviting and comfortable home. The Fogo bathroom furni-

ture range sets precedents in good design.  It brings comfort to your fingertips 

with five real-wood finish options. The consoles, vanity units, tall cabinets, mirror 

cabinets and mobile storage units not only share their natural real-wood look, 

but also their sleek, clean lines. Meticulous craftsmanship down to the very last 

detail ensures enduring beauty.

Design by Duravit

Fogo
Real wood: with its pure, engaging design and 

beautiful real-wood finishes, the Fogo bathroom furniture 

range perfectly combines aesthetics and comfort.
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Vanity units to match the Vero washbasins 

are available in widths 45 cm to 120 cm. 

(right) The Fogo mirror cabinet with surface-mounted light, socket and sensor switch, available in widths 60, 80, 100 and 120 cm. 

The mirror cabinet features a translucent shelf with an integrated indirect light source that illuminates both the inside of the 

cabinet and the washbasin beneath. A special feature: the distinctive look of the Fogo front is echoed in the mirrored doors. The 

mobile container with large handle and smooth-closing pull-out compartment and interior drawer. Finish: Limed Oak (real wood 

veneer).
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The furniture console, shown here in American Walnut 

(real wood veneer), is available in varying widths up to 

a maximum of 200 cm. In this variation, the console 

supports become practical towel rails. The console basin 

(width 100 cm) from the Vero range is available for 

either one or two tap fi ttings.
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The practical vanity units with plenty of 

storage space are available to complement 

the Vero washbasin range.
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You can never have enough storage space in the bathroom. Fogo offers a variety of practical and attractive solutions, e.g.: 

(left) washbasin vanity unit with large interior drawer. (1) Console with drawer in Limed Oak (real wood veneer). (2) Semi-

high cabinets, closed, 80 x 50 x 25 cm. (3) When opened, the semi-high cabinets reveal lots of extra space in the cabinet door, 

as well as functional glass shelves with rims. (4) Console with abundant storage space and practical towel rail. Finish, apart 

from with (1): American Walnut (real wood veneer).
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(left) The vanity units and all Fogo furniture match the consoles and feature distinctive chrome handles. (1) There is an extra 

drawer inside the pull-out unit of the vanity, which helps keep things even tidier. (2) Thanks to the glass shelves with rim, the 

inside of the 8 cm thick cabinet door offers space for all smaller bathroom toiletries. The robust hinges are easy to adjust. (3) 

With dimensions of 176 x 50 x 42 or 23 cm, the tall cabinet proves to be a particularly spacious storage miracle.
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13 American Walnut

24 Macassar

26 American Cherry

65 Bleached Oak

93 Ash Olive

Variations in real wood: Whether it’s warm and inviting American Cherry, dark 

and sophisticated American Walnut or Macassar, understated Limed Oak or the 

extravagant wild grain of Ash Olive, the fi ve different Fogo fi nishes offer something 

for every taste.

       More information about  Fogo

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 298

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 272

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 198/256
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